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~-'---CORNBREAD SUMMER 
I 'LL ALWAYS REMEMBER last summer as "The 
, Cornbread Summer." Cornbread was the first 
assignment I had as an undergraduate recruit in one 
of the Pillsbury Test Kitchens, and I spent my first 
days trying to develop a recipe worthy of the Ann 
Pillsbury name. 
Those first clays were filled with making cornbread 
in every possible way. What proportion of flour to 
cornmeal should I use? How many eggs? Do families 
like a cake-type cornbread or do they want it crisp? 
The pans of cornbread were endless. Success came 
when Sylvia Ogren, director of the Flour Kitchen in 
which I worked, said, "This one is fine, Ann, but it 's 
too tender. Cut down on the sugar and you'll have 
the perfect product." The endless pans of cornbread 
began to take on meaning when Sylvia explained 
what had been happening. Suddenly I realized that 
working in test kitchen is much more than just mea-
suring, mixing, and baking. It is learning the "why" 
along with the "how" in recipe development. A whole 
new world of foods began to unfold for me. 
Each recipe presented its problems- cakes, pies, 
rolls, casseroles, cookies, coffeecakes. The quantity of 
food the six girls in our test kitchen could turn out 
was amazing. Advance planning helped each to aver-
age three to four recipes per clay. Twice a clay we 
stopped to analyze the baked products. If the cake 
fell or the pie crust was tough, Sylvia had the answer. 
It was fun to learn how to adjust a recipe to bring it 
up to standard. And if the recipe didn't turn out as 
we thought it should, it was a challenge to try to 
figure out the "why' ' and try again. 
At any time our kitchen was a Hurry of activity. 
Perhaps Rita would be whipping up a chocolate cake, 
and Karen's timer would be ringing for her souffle. 
Anne might be answering a consumer's question on the 
telephone and Sylvia would be checking our recipe 
reports. Betty and I might be taking frequent peaks 
at our bread with a constant eye on the timer. 
All the time we were working in the flour kitchen, 
five other kitchens were buzzing with activity. Each 
kitchen had a specific assignment- cake and frosting 
mix tests, ideas for new products, variety mix recipe 
Llevelopment, experiments with refrigerated products, 
foods for photography- the projects are endless. Until 
1 really saw it happen I didn't realize the amount of 
effort that this big testing center puts forth to insure 
a perfect product for the consumer. 
As Ann Pillsbury, Ruth Andre guides the activities 
of these kitchens. Each kitchen is responsible not only 
for its own area of testing but also for technical help 
with consumer mail, some food photography and all 
kinds of consumer service material such as inserts, 
package directions and the recipe booklets that come 
from the Pillsbury Home Service Center. 
Cornbread summer will always be an important 
summer to me. I now know 1 want my career in the 
field of foods, and my classes have taken on greater 
meaning. It has also taught me to respect the service 
a foods product company offers its consumers. 
I took much more from Pillsbury's than I could 
ever give them in those three months. Watching as a 
neophyte the wheels of industry turn, [ realized over 
and over again the vast and expanding challenge of 
foods in the field of Home Economics. 
